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What’s New



Print

With ArtPro+ 20 you can print PDF documents to any of your configured 
printers



Preparing artwork for printing beverage cans or cups in Dry Offset process is a very complex and error prone 
task because it demands to introduce a gap between adjacent colors of each individual graphic object

ArtPro+ features a new automatic trapping mode for reverse trapping

It provides the ability to apply a bi-directional gap

Reverse Trapping (Advanced Edition)

You can define 
the ratio of gaps 
split toward the 

darker and 
lighter color

Esko Trapper

25% 75%

0.12 mm



Using the InterTech-awarded trapping tags you can tune the trap results of any objects to your needs to 
minimize visual impact

Reverse Trapping (Advanced Edition)

You can define 
individual 

settings for 
selected objects

Esko Trapper

100%

0.09 mm



Plate Cut automatically traces the path for cutting flexo plates with a 
Kongsberg® cutting table to provide safe and easy to handle plates

Plate Cut (1)
New Plate Cut

Module
(public prerelease)



Plate Cut (2)

Just provide the distances and geometric information you want the cutting 
path to follow

New Plate Cut
Module

Set the minimum safety 
distance between 

Kongsberg® knife and imaged 
pixels 

The distance you want the 
knife to travel away from the 
imaged pixels when there’s 

enough room
Define the shape of the plate 
and the channel between top 
and bottom when mounted



Plate Cut (3)

Consulting the grid information, Plate Cut ensures no object is lost when 
computing the cutting path

If possible it will provide a path to cut rectangular plates

New Plate Cut
Module

Ink 1 Ink 2 Ink 3

Ink 4 Ink 5 Ink 6



Auto Rotate Blanks

You may use MFG or CF2 layout files to create sheet layouts but not place ARD 
or CF2 structural design files in your artwork files

ArtPro+ can now analyze the Cutting Layer in your artwork file and rotates the 
file correctly when placing it

Define the graphical 
representation of the die as 

processing step “Cutting”

All stations get the correctly 
oriented graphic



Import Cutting Data

To ensure correct Cut-To-Print alignment in layouts, you can now import cut 
and crease lines from MFG and CF2 files



Double Bleeds

When defining the bleed you can now differentiate between areas where  
blanks interfere or are free to bleed into the waste

“Clip overlaps”  is restrained 
from going too deep into 

adjacent blank

“Clip overlaps”  is restraining 
bleeds from reaching too 
deep into adjacent blank



Placeholders from Structural Design files

The position and orientation of station numbers can be driven by objects 
defined in your ARD 

All stations get the correctly 
oriented graphic

The ArtiosCAD Text object is 
listed as available anchor for 

Station Numbering

ArtiosCAD ArtPro+



Lasso Tool
The Lasso Select Tool allows you to select objects that can’t be isolated easily 
with a click or drag selection

You can use the shortcut L or toggle through all select tools with shortcut V



Deep evaluation of Processing Steps

It is important to recognize any processing step information, no matter if the 
processing step layer is defined in the current document itself or in any of the 
documents that have been placed

You can now see and manage processing steps on layout document level 

Structural file with 
processing steps

Graphics file Sheet layout
file

Placed in

Processing Step 
overview of the layout

file is showing the 
processing steps from 
e.g. placed structural 

files

Placed in



File Distortion

You can now add distortion meta data to your PDF

The distortion can be executed by Imagine Engine 20.1

Define the distortion in File > 
Document Setup



Text In Path (1)

With “Text In Path” you can reflow copy inside a shape

When exporting artwork from Adobe Illustrator using DeskPack PDF+ export, 
ArtPro+ will try to recognize Area Text objects from Illustrator

+ =



Text In Path (2)

You can modify the shape and 
have the text reflowing

by using the text tool and 
dragging one of the 8 text 
shape anchors
using the path edit tools or 
spread and choke



Trace Image (1)

There are various use cases for vectorizing pixel image data
Turn scans into editable artwork
Clip parts of an image to apply different screening or blend modes
Use silhouettes of images for other separations
…

Image Trace in ArtPro+ allows to convert pixel images into vector art for 
any purpose 



Trace Image (2)
Apply a certain color or blend 
mode to the traced image to 

visualize it according your 
needs

Tune the result in real time 
with the new traced image 

inspector 

Simply switch to 
transparency if you want to 
trace the ”alpha channel” of 

your image



Fix Thin Parts

To prepare small features to print well in e.g. roto gravure a simple “spread” 
would be damaging the appearance too much

Only fixing the local insufficiencies will create a “noisy” result

The smart Fix Thin Parts tool analyses the selected objects and calculates the 
best common fix to maintain a balanced appearance

Selected object receive the 
same “compensation” to 

remain in balance

Simply edit the process 
specific width requirement



Multicolor Laetus Pharma Code
For QA inspection systems the Laetus Pharma Code can now be colorized

Simply use the new “multicolor” fill 
option to distribute all used inks 

across the bars



Dynamic Marks: Separation Index support

You can now use the separation index to define ranges of inks used by a 
Repeat for Separations Dynamic Mark 

Simply restrict the applied 
inks by using one or multiple 

index ranges e.g. 1-4,6-8



Dynamic Marks: Smartname support in Ink Filters

The coloring of marks can now be instructed by your business system by using 
Smartnames to specify ink filters



Dynamic Marks: Smart Text improvements

View & search local and server variables

More server variables
Job Parameters
Product (Part) Parameters
Workflow Parameters



New PDF Actions

Add Rich Black

Replace Image

Create Layer from Unlayered Art

Lock/Unlock Layers

Set Trap Tags & Remove Trap Tags

Select Objects by Attribute
Trap Tag
Structural Design

Select Layers by Printing State

Select Empty/Non-Empty Layers

Select Artwork Layers

Select Locked/Unlocked Layers

Select Separations used in Printing 
Layers

Set Document Distortion

Set Processing Steps Printing State




